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Pax Animi: Metaphor and Metamorphosis  
Pax Animi is a poe(c response to the themes of peace and conscien(ous objec(on, employing metaphor and 
metamorphosis as crea(ve means. The design uses symbolism that is accessible to both the local community 
as well as visitors from various cultural backgrounds. Many cultures associate peace with birds: the Japanese 
origami crane, the dove, the Phoenix and feathers. The abstract shapes of the origami process evolve into a 
large ‘paper’ crane, the angular wings of more cranes then gradually transform into plumage of bird wings, 
eventually forming doves. The shape-shiEing process results in a spiralling flock of twelve birds that gradually 
change from conceptual, angular and abstract to concrete, organic and representa(ve. The sculpture can be 
interpreted in various ways: the historic development of peace ac(vism from WW1 COs to the global peace 
and an(-war movement of the 20th/21st centuries; from abstract, individual reasons to the forming of 
concrete interna(onal policies or simply as a dynamic metaphor for peace. 

1. Path and Enclosure: A Metaphorical Journey 
The sculpture, landscaping and path reflect the personal journey to objec(on and resistance to war. The visitor 
enters a circular enclosure within a landscaped mound via a short access path. The design mirrors the grass-
covered pavilions by wHY. The plan(ng of the mound can include white poppies. Integrated sea(ng invites the 
visitor to rest and reflect and a quote will be carved into the retaining wall. A piece of granite from Dyce 
Quarry will be inserted into the wall. 

2. Angular Geometric Forms: A Historical Reference 
Geometric forms evoke the ar(s(c style of Futurism: Four origami shapes lead up to the main sculpture. 
Angularity and repe((on is a metaphor for destruc(on and aggression as their form evoke destroyed 
cityscapes, jet planes, spears, as well as the baXlements of the Castle and the rock forma(ons below. 

3. Paper Cranes and Doves: The Unfolding of Peace 
The paper crane has been a symbol of peace in Japan for 1,500 years, while the dove iconography evolved in 
the catacombs of Rome. The paper cranes transform into ‘organic’ doves - a metaphor for the unfolding of 
peace and reconcilia(on aEer conflict. The transi(on is gradual, star(ng with plumage emerging from the 
geometric wings, then the bird’s bodies becoming more real. 12 individual forms intersect into a rising flock of 
birds in a spiralling mo(on. The bronze changes from a penny-brown pa(na to white for the doves. 

4. White feathers: Icons of Dissent  
The infamous White Feathers given to COs in WWI were a unique Bri(sh phenomenon, while in most other 
cultures, feathers symbolise peace and courage. A trail of 72 small cast bronze feathers leE behind by the 
rising flock on the path signifies courage and dissent. Each feather respec`ully commemorates one of the 
WWI COs who died as a result of internment. The 5mm high low-relief bronze casts are inserted in a random 
manner into the substrate of the path and cast into the tarmac or resin bonded gravel (not shown in the 
maqueXe). 

5. Media Link and Website: A Call to Ac(on 
A QR-code accessible web page with contextual informa(on in other languages will offer links to various 
websites of peace groups, encouraging par(cipa(on in peace ac(vism. The site can contain historical 
informa(on and instruc(ons to make a paper crane: www.paxanimi.info  

Dimensions & Materials 
Main sculpture: can be up to 2.4m high x 3.0m long x c. 1.5m wide (maqueXe is on a 1:7.5 scale). consis(ng of 
four angled structures, three birds each with 1,800mm, 1,400mm, 700mm and three cast birds with 600mm 
wingspan. The sculpture will be fabricated from 2/3mm bronze plate and cast bronze elements. A strong visual 
contrast is achieved by combining penny-brown and white pa(nas with small gilded areas on the beaks and 
wing (ps. 23¾ct gold leaf which will permanently retain its lustre. 

Site  
The work u(lises the surroundings and vista of the site in Princes Street Gardens with the imposing hill and 
castle in the background - the angular, folded cranes reflect the angularity of the castle’s baXlements and rock 
forma(ons. In keeping with the winning design for the re-development of the gardens by wHY, the memorial 
integrates the surrounding landscape through its dynamic form, materials pallet, layout and vistas. The design 
can be adjusted to the chosen site in height, extend and arrangement.  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